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Local Legend Recognised

HOUSTON OUT, FINLAY IN? 
Read more on page 3

Tamar Valley News is proud to award Adam 
Page as our ‘Local Legend’ for May 2021, 
an award aimed at recognising community 
members for the contributions they make to 
their community. 

From working as a lifestyle co-ordinator, to 
cataloguing people’s life story on the popu-

lar Facebook Page ‘Humans of Launceston’, 
Adam is no stranger to giving back. 

Adam held a number of jobs in various in-
dustries, before deciding to change pathway, 
and go into aged care, and he hasn’t looked 
back. 

“I’ve done everything from truck driving 
to singing, labouring, construction, road 
construction and railways.” Said Mr Page. 

“I went back to school and now I use the 
talents that I’ve got to enjoy my job.”

“I’ve been at Cadorna House in Riverside 

now for just over a year. It’s my first job as 
a coordinator, before that I was a lifestyle 
assistant.”

Read more on pages 4 & 5



The night sky this month:

To learn more about space & astronomy, visit the
Planetarium at the QVMAG

Visit
www.qvmag.tas.gov.au

By Chris Arkless - Planetarium Officer, QVMAG

Last month we heard much about the so-called "pink super moon". The
'pink' was a bit silly, relating to pink flowers in the northern hemisphere
spring. The 'super' relates to the distance from Earth to the Moon. This
distance varies throughout the Moon's orbit of Earth.

At its most distant, called apogee, the Moon is around 406,720 km from
Earth. At its closest, perigee, it is about 356,375 km. A 'super moon'
occurs when full moon coincides with perigee.

Last full moon occurred just under 12 hours from perigee, which resulted
in the Moon appearing approximately 14% larger than when at its most
distant.

This month, on Wednesday 26, we are in for a real treat. Not only will
the Moon be closer, being full less than nine and a half hours from
perigee, we will also experience a total lunar eclipse.

Lunar eclipses occur when the full Moon passes through the Earth's
shadow.

Weather permitting, the timing of this eclipse is perfect for us,
beginning in the early evening at 6:47 pm and finishing at 11:49 pm.

Initially, as the Moon moves into Earth's outer shadow, known as the
penumbral phase, we will not notice very much change, but at 7:44 pm
the partial phase begins, where the Moon moves into the full shadow.

Total eclipse will last from 9:11 until 9:25.

Unlike last month's 'pink' moon, where there was no change in colour,
this month the Moon should take on a deep tan colour during its fully
eclipsed phase. 
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The recent spike of shootings in the North 
has prompted more action to combat the 
use of illegal firearms.

A new police taskforce was established mid-
way through April to target illegal firearms 
in the states North. 

Commander Stuart Wilkinson said that the 
taskforce involved members of Launceston 
CIB specifically concentrating on firearm 
crime.

“The new taskforce will be investigating in-
telligence relating to firearms and seeking to 
take as many illegal firearms off our streets 
as possible.” Commander Wilkinson said.

“Any illicit firearm is a concern to Tasmania 
Police. Firearms in the wrong hands are 

dangerous and are of utmost concern to 
police.”
“While it’s normal that crime trends fluctu-
ate from time to time, over the past month 
there has been a concerning number of 
incidents involving firearms.”

“Although no one has been seriously in-
jured, and the vast majority of the incidents 
involve people who are known to both 
police and one another, we are taking this 
extremely seriously.” 

Commander Stuart Wilkinson said that 
there is every opportunity to take illegal 
firearms off the streets with a permanent 
firearm amnesty available. 

Police also conduct random firearms stor-
age inspections and diligently investigate 

incidents involving firearms or where a theft 
has occurred.
Police will also be facilitating additional 
mobile firearms amnesties across the North-
ern and Western districts where people can 
hand in their unregistered firearms without 
fear of being prosecuted.

Inspector Ruth Orr said Tasmania Police 
needs your help. 

“We know that there are people out there 
in the community who know people in 
possession of illegal firearms. We need 
these people to come forward and provide 
information so these illegal firearms can 
be taken off the street permanently.” Said 
Inspector Orr. 

Anyone with information about stolen 

firearms or illegal firearms activity is urged 
to contact their local police station or by 
calling 131 444. Information can also be 
reported anonymously to Crime Stoppers 
by calling 1800 333 000 or crimestoppers.
com.au

Police adopt new taskforce in a bid 
to stop illegal firearms in Northern 
Tasmania

BE SEEN!

Reach out today to discuss how we can get
your business off to a strong start in 2021! 

 
Email: zac@hyperlocalmedia.info

Grow your business!

COMMUNITY SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENT - SCAM CALLS
A popular scam call is on the rise, where 
people receive phone calls claiming to be 
from the Australian Tax Office, and threat-
en you with an arrest warrant if you do not 
pay the supposed fine or debt.

Please rest assured that these calls are a 
scam. Legitimate Government agencies 
will not call you and threaten you with an 
arrest warrant. 

If in doubt, hang up the phone, and call the 
official phone number for the relevent de-
partment to clarify - Search for the official 
number on Google or in your phone book, 
don’t trust numbers provided by the scam 
caller.

Some will also ask you to pay debts with 
gift cards, legitimate organisations will 
NEVER ask you to do this. 

Prefer to Read Online? 

Sign up to receive the
digital edition delivered via

email for FREE!
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HOUSTON OUT, FINLAY IN? 

Contact Andrew for an
obligation-free chat today! 

andrew@financialstreams.com.au

03 6338 9224
Retirement & Superannuation Planning

Financial advice for the people of the Tamar Valley

Although the state election results are not 
yet final at the time of writing, it’s likely 
that Bass will retain four of our previous 
members, Peter Gutwein, Michael Fergu-
son, Sarah Courtney and Michelle O’Byrne, 
while Jennifer Houston has been defeated, 
likely to be replaced by Labor’s Janie Finlay. 

Around the state the election has created 
only some minimal change, with the Liberal 
Party likely to achieve a one-seat Majority. 

Peter Gutwein has previously said he will 
resign if the party is not governing in a 
majority, and although it seems likely this 
won’t happen, it’s still a possibility. 

Sue Hickey, the previous speaker, is likely 
not to be re-elected as an independent. She 
originally ran as a Liberal Candidate at the 

last state election, however her teaming up 
with Labor and Greens members to elect 
herself as the speaker of the house created 
irreparable division between herself and 
other Liberal MP’s – ultimately leading to 
her being dropped from the Liberal ticket. 

In the Windermere Legislative Council 
Elections, Liberal Party Candidate Nick 
Duigan is ahead, followed by Labor Candi-
date Geoff Lyons. 

Independent candidate Will Smith, who was 
endorsed by previous member Ivan Dean, is 
behind in the polls, however votes are still 
being counted. 

This is the first time that the Legislative 
Council Election was held on the same day 
as the state election, with claims being made 

that the State Election interfered with the 
Legislative Council Election. 

Candidates for the Legislative Council are 
only permitted to spend $18,000 on their 
campaign, however with the State Election 
being held at the same time, there are claims 
that the large spending by major parties 
in order to seek re-election, also benefited 
party candidates in the Legislative Council.
 
According to the Tasmanian Electoral 
Commission, if a candidate out-spends 
their campaign by more than $1,000 over 
the cap, the Election may be declared void 
by a court. 

Given the circumstances, it’s possible that 
independent candidates may choose to 
challenge the election in court, which 

means this election is far from over, and the 
results are far from final. 

Prefer to Read Online? 

Sign up to receive the
digital edition delivered via

email for FREE!

Building approv-
als continue to 
soar

Tasmania has recorded the highest num-
ber of building approvals in 12 months in 
more than 25 years according to the latest 
ABS Building approvals.

In the year to March 2021 there were 3850 
building approvals, which is 22.3% more 
than the previous year and the second 
highest annual growth of any state.

Tasmania’s building and construction in-
dustry is going from strength to strength 
and with strong growth in building 
approvals, there is a huge pipeline of 
infrastructure and housing work still to 

come.

This also follows the success of our 
HomeBuilder package, which has bol-
stered housing construction in Tasmania 
at a pace not seen in more than a decade.

Matt Pollock from the Masters Build-
ers Association said “Every $1 spent on 
building these new homes will support an 
additional $3 in economic activity.”

“The enthusiasm from Tasmanians to 
build a new home over the past 12 months 
has been amazing,” said Matt Pollock.

Beechford Coastal 
Walk and Talk

Conservation Volunteers Australia, Tamar 
NRM and George Town Coastal Com-
munity Management Group invite you to 
come and learn about some of the coastal 
values that make Beechford so unique. 
Come and hear from guru’s;

- Kaye Bailey about some of the invasive 
weed species and how to best mange them.

- Dr Eric Woehler will help us recognise 
the shorebirds of the North Coast.

- Alison Hugo will point out all the coastal 
native plants of the Five Mile Bluff Conser-
vation area.

Meet at the Recreation Reserve, Proctor 
Street, Beechford, Tasmania at 10am, 

Sunday the 6th of June, followed by a free 
BBQ Lunch. 

Queries can be directed to Alison Hugo on 
0438 265 792. 

Please RSVP by the 4th of June to 
tamarnrm@launceston.tas.gov.au 
or by calling Alison on the number above. 

This is a great opportunity to learn more 
about the local environment, including 
how to identify weed species and manage 
them. 

Also on offer are learning more about the 
local flora and fauna, including shorebirds 
and coastal native plants. 
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Representing our community
Authorised by B. Archer, Liberal Party of Australia, 100 St John St, Launceston TAS 7250. 

FEDERAL MEMBER FOR BASS
BRIDGET ARCHER MP

 6334 7033    bridget.archer.mp@aph.gov.au    bridgetarcher.com.au    BridgetArcherMP

Local Legend of

Tamar Valley News is proud to award Adam 
Page as our ‘Local Legend’ for May 2021, 
an award aimed at recognising community 
members for the contributions they make to 
their community. 

From working as a lifestyle co-ordinator, to 
cataloguing people’s life story on the popu-
lar Facebook Page ‘Humans of Launceston’, 
Adam is no stranger to giving back. 

Adam held a number of jobs in various in-
dustries, before deciding to change pathway, 
and go into aged care, and he hasn’t looked 
back. 

“I’ve done everything from truck driving 
to singing, labouring, construction, road 
construction and railways.” Said Mr Page. 

“I went back to school and now I use the 
talents that I’ve got to enjoy my job.”

“I’ve been at Cadorna House in Riverside 
now for just over a year. It’s my first job as 
a coordinator, before that I was a lifestyle 
assistant.”

“I got into that area of work because I really 
enjoy the company of elderly people, I al-
ways have, I also enjoy being kind to people 

on a daily basis and that job, and my role in 
particular, allows me to be kind, patient and 
provide fun.”

Adam said the aged care industry had 
been experiencing a lot of criticism lately, 
however he stated this had not been his 
experience. 

With all the activities that Adam organises 
for the residents, he says they have a lot of 
fun together. 

“I love the residents, I love the enthusiasm 
they bring to my activities, and the ones 
they choose to do.”

Mr Page said the residents do everything 
from art therapy to bus trips throughout the 
Tamar Valley which is where most of them 
grew up.

The West Tamar Council are currently 
hosting an art exhibition in their main foyer 
with some of the artwork produced by the 
residents, something Adam says has never 
happened before. 

“It’s always been for established artists so 
to have our art therapy class have their 
artworks up on the wall for sale and for the 

public to see, it’s been fantastic.”
“The reaction for the residents who are a 
part of it was just fantastic. The satisfaction 
of seeing their own creativity up on the 
wall and people buying it and being really 
enthusiastic and positive about it, it was 
worth just that.”

The residents also enjoy other activities like 
concerts, bingo and footy tipping along with 
exercise classes twice a week.

“We try and keep the residents stimulated 
from morning and afternoon. Of course, 
they get to choose their level of participa-
tion which is fine. Some people like to only 
do things in the morning and vice-versa so 
there’s something for everybody, it’s a very 
diverse plan that we do.”

Adam said he started the Facebook page 
‘Humans of Launceston’ after having a con-
versation with an old gentleman, by simply 
asking how his was going. 

Adam recalled the man who looked lonely 
sitting on a park bench claiming nobody 
wanted to talk to him. After a conversation 
that lasted 15 minutes or so, he felt inspired 
to record this man’s life story.

“His life was a fascinating tale of war, great 
success, failed marriages and 11 children, 
he’s a fascinating man.”

After giving the man a copy of what he had 
written, Adam said the man was very happy 
and was in disbelief someone would take 
the time to do such a thing.

“It just got me thinking, there’s a lot of 
elderly people out there who are unheard, 
who’s stories will go with them when they 
die, who’s families are probably sick of hear-
ing the same old stories and don’t bother 
writing it down or documenting their mem-
ories, so I started doing it.” 

Adam estimates that out of the 160 people 
he has interviewed over the last 5 or 6 years, 
at least 30-40 people have since passed away, 
with some using his stories about them as 
eulogies at their funeral.

“The families keep it as a keep sake for a 
great memory. I get a lot of satisfaction out 
of that.” 

“I do it purely for the passion of storytell-
ing and validating people’s memories and 
letting them feel like they’ve been heard.”

Adam doesn’t charge any money for his 
storytelling and also incorporates this into 
his work in aged care when putting togeth-
er care plans for residents, so all new staff 
know each resident’s story.

“I think it’s very important that people with 
dementia are also recognised and heard and 
have their stories validated as well. I do that 
through their family and friends.”

After running ‘Humans of Launceston’, 
Adam said he was led into aged cared 
because of his love for spending time with 
the elderly. After starting out in a nursing 
course and pulling out after 6 months, 
Adam was pointed in the direction of aged 
care. 

“It took me 46 years virtually to find the job 
of my dreams and here I am, I love it.”

Without a doubt, the COVID-19 pandemic 
caused a lot of disruption for everyone last 
year. Adam stated he normally interviews 
between 20-30 people a year which was 
massively slowed down last year due to the 
pandemic, opting instead to connect with 
people electronically. 

“I deviated from the life story and just talk-
ed about the COVID pandemic and how it 

Above: Adam Page, our ‘Local Legend of the Month’ (Photo: Zac Lockhart)



Recipients will have their stories featured in the Tamar Valley News, as well as on our website and social
media pages.

 
If you know someone deserving, then this is a great opportunity to give them recognition and

encouragement for all that they do!

Know someone in the community doing
great things to help others? 

A volunteer in the local community 
A caring neighbour 
Someone who gives back
Anyone who helps the community

They might be:

We want to know them too!

Nominate them for the Tamar Valley News Local Legend of the Month!

To nominate someone, visit www.TamarValleyNews.com.au/Nominate

the Month
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was impacting them and their families and 
their work. It was really good and I loved it, 
I only did about 6 people because next thing 
we were out of lockdown after a few months 
which was great.”

With another interview already lined up, 
Adam said he was very keen for everyone to 
read it. 

Aside his work in Aged Care, Adam is kept 
very busy by his passion for singing, that 
started when he was in his early twenties, 
doing approximately 100 gigs a year. 

“I do the Adam Page Rock and Roll show as 
a soloist and I play everything from ACDC 
to Kenny Rogers, I do a lot of country, 
sixties, seventies, eighties all the good pub 
rock people want to hear when they have a 
few beers.”

Representing Tasmania, Adam has previ-
ously travelled to the Elvis Parks Festival 
every year and had the opportunity to sing 
in front of thousands of people.

“I’m an Elvis tribute artist, I like to call 
myself, rather than an Impersonator, but I 
stopped doing that now.”

“I grew a beard, Elvis never had a blonde 

beard.”

Adam says singing is a massive part of his 
life and he considers music to be immensely 
powerful. 

“I sing a lot of songs, sometimes I just break 
out into song halfway through an activity. 
Singing and music are vital tools in the aged 
care sector. Even people with dementia, the 
last part of their memories that go is their 
childhood. So any music they know from 
their younger years, they’re straight into it 
signing from the top of their lungs.”

Whilst there is a lot of work available for 
anyone wishing to get into the aged care 
sector, Adam says it’s not an easy industry 
to be a part of and it takes the right type of 
person to do the job. 

“You have to be patient, you have to have 
empathy, you have to be willing to listen, 
you have to always be respectful.”

“I’m lucky because the qualities I have as a 
person just suit aged care. A lot of people I 
work with are the same, just good people. 
Just good, kind people who love their job 
and get a lot of satisfaction from it.”

See our full Video Interview with Adam
 

Visit:
www.TamarValleyNews.com.au/Meet-

Adam-Page
 

Or scan the QR Code below.
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April saw HMAS Sheean, a Navy submarine 
proudly named after Teddy Sheean, visit the 
Tamar River at Beauty Point. 

We were able to gain access onboard the 
submarine, and speak with the crew about 
the work they are doing, and the legacy of 
Teddy Sheean onboard the Submarine. 

Executive Officer, Lieutenant Commander 
Simon O’Hehir was kind enough to give 
us a tour and explain some of the onboard 
features of the submarine. You can watch 
the video of our tour onboard HMAS 
Sheean at www.TamarValleyNews.com.au/
onboard-hmas-sheean

“This is part of the trip where we really 
reconnect with the Sheean family.” He said.

In 1942, during the last few years of World 
War II, 18-year-old Edward “Teddy” Sheean 
was onboard a ship called The HMAS 
Armidale which was out on an operation 
along with two other vessels to undertake 
a resupply and evacuation mission. Due 
to complications, HMAS Armidale was 
ordered to return to Betano the following 
night. Tragically, whilst waiting in enemy 
waters, the ship was hit by an airstrike. After 
being struck by torpedoes, the ship started 
to sink rapidly. 

Despite being wounded, Teddy Sheean re-
fused to leave the ship. Instead, he strapped 
himself in and began shooting the aircraft 
with his Oerlikon gun as the ship began to 
sink beneath him. Sheean remarkably shot 
down two planes and continued to keep 
shooting until the very end, all the while 
being dragged under the water with the 
sinking ship. 

“I couldn’t think of a finer example to our 
officers and sailors, the guys are very, very 
proud to wear the Sheean name on their 
patch.”

Teddy Sheean was the first member of the 
Royal Australian Navy to receive a Victori-
an Cross (VC) for his extraordinary act of 
heroism and bravery, however Teddy was 
only awarded the VC last year.

“It’s a really big year to reconnect with the 
Sheean family and sort of mark that occa-
sion.”

Award or no award, O’Hehir said Teddy is 
an amazing role model demonstrating the 
best traditions of the Navy. “Our motto is 
fight on and it’s a way of life on-board the 
ship, no matter what life throws, we always 
fight on.”

HMAS Sheean is a force to be reckoned 

with, being approximately twice the size of 
most other conventional submarines and 
packed with high explosive torpedoes. 

“Our torpedoes are probably the most fired 
in the world, we do fire a heck of a lot of 
practice weapons. I have a lot of confidence 
in our weapons and Sheean’s ability to 
deliver.”

There are a number of torpedoes on-board 
the submarine all having the ability to seek 
their target and destroy it without human 
intervention.

“We routinely operate out as far out as 
India, as far North as Japan, as far out to the 
East as Pearl Harbour/ Mainland USA so 
that’s a big chunk of the globe that we can 
cover.”

HMAS Sheean is only 20 years old and will 
likely service the Navy for at least another 
20-30 years. 

Submarines normally conduct surveillance 
of areas that are of interest to the Nation 
and have the ability to go completely unde-
tected. 

HMAS Sheean is capable of taking out other 
submarines and ships, something O’Hehir 
says they are always practicing for in case of 

any future war times. 

“We operate a lot with the special forces so 
there’s a couple of our boats in particular 
that are specially geared towards that as a 
delivery platform.”

Working hand in hand with the best of the 
best, O’Hehir says it’s an exciting place to 
be.

Missions regularly last on average up to 
8 months, with no phones or internet 
onboard the ship, communication back to 
families is not possible. 

“It’s particularly hard on the people we leave 
behind, we’re fine, we’re busy but it’s more 
the families we leave.”

“Everyone on-board is a volunteer and 
they’ve worked very hard to get their sub-
marine qualifications.” 

The submarine crew are like family and 
enjoy spending time with each other at pubs 
and restaurants when they aren’t out at sea.
With limited space on-board, HMAS 
Sheean has a small gym area which includes 
an exercise bike, crammed in next to it’s 
impressive arsenal of torpedoes, and a row-
ing machine where crew can maintain their 
fitness levels. 

The submarine is estimated to have enough 
power generation to plug in to Hobart and 
charge everyone’s phone for a short period 
of time. 

All the crew are well fed with everything 
from roast, to curries, parmigiana and stir 
fries being on the menu, all of which are 
prepared in a miniature galley, the menu 
board for which proudly displays the slogan 
‘Teddy’s Tucker’. 

Sheean’s legacy will never be forgotten, 
with plenty of memorabilia around the ship 
reminding crew of what an extraordinary 
man he was. The ship holds memorabilia 
showing Teddy’s original medals and the 
most recent Victoria Cross that he received 
along with a letter sent home to his mum. 

Navy Submarine ‘HMAS Sheean’ visits the 
Tamar River

See the Video of our tour
onboard HMAS Sheean here:
https://tamarvalleynews.com.au/

onboard-hmas-sheean

Advertise Here
Visit: www.TamarValleyNews.com.au/Advertise OR Email: zac@hyperlocalmedia.info

Above: HMAS Sheean docked at Beauty Point in the Tamar River
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TARGA Tasmania 
Ends in Tragedy

TARGA Tasmania is a well-known rally 
event which sees competitors race through 
much of the state, but with Tasmania’s 
forever changing weather, this iconic event 
comes with a lot of risk to those that choose 
to take part. 

TARGA first began back in 1992 and has 
continued to bring motor enthusiasts 
together throughout the years. At times, the 
event sees a number of roads closed, long 
distance stretches and high-speed limits 
along with no speed limits at all in some 
areas.

Despite the event also being held in Victo-
ria’s High Country, Cairns and far North 
Queensland, Tasmania is still considered to 
be the longest and hardest tarmac rally in 
the world.

Unfortunately, this year the event has seen 
tragedy strike over the course of two days in 
a row resulting in multiple fatalities. result-

ed in multiple fatalities.

On Friday 23rd April, day 5 of the event, a 
fatal crash occurred on the Mt Arrowsmith 
stage after a 1979 Mazda RX7 rolled 35.4 
kilometres into stage. Medical teams were 
immediately dispatched to attend the scene 
of the accident but were unable to revive the 
driver, Shane Navin who died at the scene. 

The second occupant of the car, co -driver 
Glenn Evans was assessed by medical crew, 
but did not sustain any injuries. 

CEO of TARGA Australia, Mark Perry said 
“This is a very sad time for the TARGA 
community. Shane was a much loved and 
admired member of the TARGA family. We 
send our heartfelt condolences to Shane’s 
family and friends on their loss.”

Saturday 24th April seen a double fatality 
just over 6km into the Cygnet stage 1, after 
a 2019 Porsche 911 GTS RS hit a tree killing 

both driver Leigh Mundy and co-driver 
Dennis Neagle at the scene. 

“This has been a devastating few days for 
the TARGA family.” Said CEO of TARGA 
Australia, Mark Perry.

“Our thoughts and deepest condolences go 
to Leigh and Dennis’ family and friends. 
Both loved TARGA and we knew them so 
well, which makes their passing so difficult 
for everyone in our community.”

“They will be sorely missed by us all.” He 
said. 

As a result of the incident, organisers 
downgraded the stages to touring just after 
midday on Saturday.

Northern Tasmanian Families are being 
encouraged to provide input for the rede-
velopment of the Road Safety Centre in 
Launceston.

The centre first opened to the public in 
1980, built inside an old water tank origi-
nally known as the Lawrence Vale Reser-
voir. In the intervening four decades, it and 
has become a staple of children’s birthday 
parties and family events.

The redevelopment works are being un-
dertaken in three stages and are designed 
to ensure the popular community facility 
remains fit for purpose into the future, 
while also repairing cracking in the reser-
voir structure caused by ground movement. 
The project involves:

• Retaining wall works
• A new external ramp to access the 

centre
• New fencing, gates and lighting
• New accessible toilets with baby change 

facilities
• Reconfiguration of the carpark

Launceston Mayor Albert van Zetten said 
the works were aimed at improving the 
functionality of the site.

“The current stage of works consists of 
earthworks, while the second stage will 
see the floor of the reservoir lifted and the 
height of the walls reduced,” Mayor van 
Zetten said.

“This will improve access, visibility, amenity 
and safety.

“The third stage of the project, which is the 
fit-out of the facility, is where we’re keen to 
get some community input and ideas.

“We want to ensure this facility continues 
to serve its purpose and remains a popular, 
cost-friendly venue for Launceston families. 
While the facility will remain focused on 
education around transport and safety, is 
there anything new or different that chil-
dren and families would like us to consider?

“Should we fit out the facility largely as 
it was? Should we be adding new things? 
“We’re looking forward to hearing ideas 
from the community in coming weeks as we 
finalise plans for the third stage of works.”

Consultation is open on the Council’s Your 
Voice Your Launceston online engagement 
platform and will close on Friday, June 4, 
2021.

Road Safety 
Centre to be Re-
developed



Phone: (03) 6327 1731

Email: contact@flareleap.com

Get in touch today for a zero-obligation chat about how we
can work with your business to improve your online presence!

More and more business
 is being conducted online...
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Custom designed sheds for everyone !! 
Call 0438 966 533 to discuss your needs.                  

www.shedbarn.com.au 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14 15

16 17

18 19

20 21 22 23

24 25

26 27

Across

Fully owned (4-3)9

Musical entertainment (7)10

Carried on (9)11

Elevate (5)12

Hero type (4,5)13

Storage centre (5)15

Controversial WA settlement 
between Lancelin and Cervantes 
(5,6)

16

Person used as one's excuse (5)20

Institution for abandoned children (9)22

Prague resident (5)24

Asian ---, a shorebird seen in 
summer in the North (9)

25

Energetic (7)26

Bigger than the rest (7)27

Down

Discriminating diner (7)1

--- Murphy, radical judge (6)2

Swore (8)3

Nuclear point of detonation (6,4)4

Cricket World Cupper --- Hogg (4)5

Beat the goalie (6)6

Bare (8)7

Canadian oil province (7)8

Olympic gold-winning Hockeyroo 
forward (4,6)
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Undermine (8)16

Interconnecting devices (8)17

Series of waterfalls (7)18

Rues (7)19

Residence-based (2-4)21

Former tennis Grand Slammer ---
John Cooper (6)
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Advertise here!
Email: zac@hyperlocalmedia.info

OR
Visit: www.TamarValleyNews.com.au/Advertise

Do you know any local news or
events we should cover? 

Email us at
News@TamarValleyNews.com.au

to let us know!

JOKES:
Why do we tell actors to break a leg?
Because every actor has a cast

Yesterday I saw a guy spill all his scrabble letters 
on the road. I asked him “what’s the word on the 
street?”

How many times can you subtract 10 from 100?
Once. The next time you would be subtracting 10 
from 90.

Did you hear about the new restaurant called 
Karma?
There’s no menu: You get what you deserve.…

A bear walks into a bar and says, “Give me a whis-
key… and a cola.”
“Why the big pause?” asks the bartender. The bear 
shrugged. “I’m not sure. I was born with them.”

What do you call an apology written in dots and 
dashes?
Re-Morse code.

Answers:
(Turn page upside down)



287 Invermay Road, Invermay, 7248 
kyle@parryproperty.com.au 

0499 440 141 

KYLE
BARRETT 
Northern Tasmanian Real Estate Specialist 

Contact Kyle today for a no obligation,
FREE market update of your home or
investments. 

Hardworking agent
for hardworking
people. 
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A ZIPPY new way to get around is on the 
cards for Tasmania’s two largest cities.

Electric scooter point-to-point hire has 
been identified as a personal transport 
option for safely moving around the cities of 
Hobart and Launceston.

The respective councils are about to join   tly 

launch an Expressions of Interest process 
to find a suitable supplier and operator for 
a 12-month trial of the transport technolo-
gy, which would operate on an app-based, 
user-pays basis within defined geographical 
zones.

The introduction of micromobility options 
is identified in both the Sustainable Hobart 

and Connected Hobart action plans, and 
aligns strategically with the Greater Laun-
ceston Transport Vision and Work Plan and 
the Draft Launceston Transport Strategy.

“Electric scooters are convenient, compact, 
environmentally friendly and don’t contrib-
ute to the growing congestion on our roads,” 
Hobart Lord Mayor Anna Reynolds said.

“The most effective way to bust conges-
tion is to provide more transport choices. 
Scooters may be useful for people who need 
to move around the city during the day but 
could otherwise leave their car at home, or 
commuters who live close to the city.

“It’s also a fun and easy way for tourists to 
move around and would contribute to the 
overall experience of Hobart and Launces-
ton.”

Launceston Mayor Albert van Zetten said 
e-scooters had proved successful in other 
Australian capital cities.

“In Brisbane, there are two operators who 
have reported around 5000 trips a day com-
bined,” Cr van Zetten said.

“There will need to be some controls around 
how they are operated and where they can 
be parked. “These details will be considered 

as part of the EoI and tweaked during the 
trial period.

“There will be the opportunity to apply 
exclusion zones for safety and amenity 
and we’ll be looking for feedback from the 
broader community.”

The successful vendor will need to demon-
strate safety, software reliability and device 
maintenance measures and usage data will 
be provided to the Cities of Hobart and 
Launceston to help assess the success of the 
trial.

Pending the outcome of the EoI, it is pro-
posed that the 12-month trial commence by 
the end of this year.

Under Tasmanian road laws, electric scoot-
ers with a maximum power output of 200 
watts are permitted on shared paths and on 
roads with a speed limit of 50km/h or less.

The Cities of Hobart and Launceston will 
continue to work with the state government 
to address regulatory barriers – as interstate 
capital cities have done – particularly as 
significant changes are being made to the 
National Transport Commission’s guide-
lines on micromobility devices.

Launceston & Hobart Set for Electric Scooter 
Trial

Hobart Mayor Anna Reynolds and Launceston Mayor Albert van Zetton pictured 
with the Electric Scooters. (Photo: Supplied)
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Tales of the Tamar 

By Don Walton

Continuing the voyage of the dredge Nereus 
as she leaves Eden, NSW for Ulverstone ...

Tuesday 10th February -  “Nereus” under 
tow by “St. Olaves” leaves Eden at 10am, ex-
pecting a voyage of 43 hours to Ulverstone. 

Penguin Ltd had approached all the tug 
owners in Sydney and arranged with Messrs 
J & A Brown for the 468 ton tug “St. Olaves”, 
claimed as the best tug in Australia, to ac-
company the dredge for a fee of £650, if the 
tug reached Tasmania and returned within 
7 days and £50 any days over that.

Salvage Tug “St Olaves” return to Sydney 
16th Feb 1931
Capt   - P Hine
First Mate  - Mr. Carnie
2nd Mate  - Andrew J Fen-
dick
Chief Engineer     -  A Woods
2nd Engineer  - H Crasher

The “St. Olaves” was towing the “Nereus” on 
a 700’ hawser. Shortly after 5.30 am and 43 
hours from Eden, in a choppy sea and ENE 
winds, 18 miles off Low Head, the first mate 

of the “St. Olaves”, Mr. Carnie, received an 
N flag/whistle signal from the dredge saying 
she was leaking, and requesting the tug to 
ease down. 

The signal was immediately complied with, 
and Captain Hine went to the bridge. In 
a very short time, he saw her heave over, 
turn bottom up and disappear. The dredge 
foundered at 5.50 am. The tow line was cut 
immediately, and the tug steamed round to 
the wreck and picked up the survivors. Ten 
of the crew were recovered, but the body of 
the mate could not be found.

The captain when picked up was uncon-
scious, but being kept above water by his 
lifebelt. He had been hit on the head before 
being thrown into the water, and had a cut 
over the temple and a bruise on the back of 
his head and failed to respond to treatment 
from members of the tug crew who worked 
for more than an hour. The majority clung 
to pieces of wreckage, while one or two 
swam to the boats.

  The lifeboat from the “St. Olaves” 
was launched, and rescued one of the
men, the tug itself responsible for the 
remainder. Most of them were so exhausted 

they had to be lifted into the boats. It was 
stated that less than five minutes after the 
dredge sank, the first survivor was on board 
the “St. Olaves” and the last man was picked 
up twenty minutes after the dredge sank. 

A most extraordinary incident befell Mr. 
James Williams, the representative of the 
Penguin Salvage Co. Just prior to the vessel 
taking its final plunge, Mr. Williams secured 
a large, heavy suitcase, containing valued 
articles. The capsizing of the “Nereus” came 
so suddenly, however, that he was unable to 
join the other crew on the starboard side of 
the ship, and when she heeled over, he went 
into the water in the same direction as the 
ship. 

When he came to the surface, Mr. Williams 
found a hatch from the wreckage nearby, 
and, grasping it reached temporary safety. 
A fellow survivor, coming up close by, also 
was enabled to cling to the hatch, and both 
managed to hang on until picked up. The 
surprise of the rescuing crew from the “St. 
Olaves” can well be imagined when Mr. 
Williams was pulled on board with the suit-
case still firmly gripped in his hand.” #

The body of Captain Fitzgerald was taken 

at full speed to Beauty Point, resuscitation 
work being carried out on the way, but Dr. 
W. V. Shone, who had been summoned, 
pronounced life extinct. The Inquest was 
held later in the day before Coroner, Mr. 
J. S. Crawford, who returned a verdict of 
death by drowning, accelerated by head 
injuries. Captain Keith Fitzgerald (37) was 
a native of Sydney. He resided with his 
parents at Penryn, Bruce Avenue, Manly. 
Throughout the war he served in an Atlantic 
squadron of the Royal Navy as a lieutenant. 

Although diligent search was made, no 
trace of the mate was found and it is 
thought that he went down with the dredge. 
Fireman Percival knew the missing mate 
Harold Scarborough (35), intimately. He 
had been born in Liverpool, England and 
was a lieutenant in the R.A.N.R, and a cap-
tain in the Army. 

The Court considered that the loss of the 
dredge was attributable in some degree to 
the fault of the engineer who should have 
remained in the engine-room where he 
would have been able to cope with the water 
influx, and the mate who, knowing there 
was a body of water in the engine-room 
between 2 and 3.00 am, should have at once 
notified the captain and engineer. The engi-
neer was not called until 4.00 am when the 
vessel had a list of 10 degrees, yet even then 
he did not advise the navigating officers. 
The Court placed on record its appreciation 
of the seamanship of Captain Hine, the 
officers and crew of the tug, “St Olaves” and 
the measures they took to save the lives of 
those on the dredge. 
The “NEREUS” was fully insured for £4,000. 
END NOTE: “This story could have been 
lost to future generations of the Williams 
and Walton families except for a visit to my 
aunt and cousins in February 2020 when an 
anecdote about my maternal grandfather, 
James Williams being saved by his suitcase 
during the sinking of a dredge “Nereus” in 
1931 came to light. 

My grandmother had packed his suitcase 
tightly with his belongings and this became 
his improvised flotation device that saved 
his life. Further research revealed many 
newspaper articles about the “Nereus” and 
the discovery that she went down only 40 
kms from where I live. The research caught 
me up in the event and the story grew! 

Meetings are held on the 3rd Monday each month, starting at 7.30 pm, usually at The Grove, 25 Cimitiere St, George Town. 
January, February and March meetings are held at Low Head, Hillwood & the Piper District respectively.

Meetings are free and open to the public, but a gold coin donation towards supper is appreciated.

Annual Memberships:  $15 single; $25 couple; $5 students - due in October.

NEXT MEETING

MONDAY, 17th May At the Grove, 25 Cimitere St at 7.30 pm

Speaker: Mike McCausland

A Special Presentation: “IN THEIR OWN WORDS”

This will mark 200 years since May 1821 when Governor Lachlan Macquarie revisited the newly-built town that he had planned and named “George Town” on his first visit to VDL in 
1811. The readings are from Macquarie’s Journal, the Bigge Inquiry and reports and correspondence between Govr Macquarie, Commissioner John Bigge, Lt Govr Wm Sorell, Rev John 

Youl, etc. that ultimately led to the removal of the Northern VDL administrative Headquarters from George Town, back to Launceston.

Please Email info@gtdhs.com or Phone 6382 4412 to book in. COVID-19 Precautions Apply.

GEORGE TOWN & DISTRICT HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.

Above: St Olaves pictured in Sydney, 16 February 1931. (Photo: Supplied)
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